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ABSTRACT
Many ionic liquids offer a range of properties that make them
attractive to the field of electrochemistry; indeed it was electro-
chemical research and applications that ushered in the modern
era of interest in ionic liquids. In parallel with this, a variety of
electrochemical devices including solar cells, high energy density
batteries, fuel cells, and supercapacitors have become of intense
interest as part of various proposed solutions to improve sustain-
ability of energy supply in our societies. Much of our work over
the last ten years has been motivated by such applications. Here
we summarize the role of ionic liquids in these devices and the
insights that the research provides for the broader field of interest
of these fascinating liquids.

1. Introduction
Ionic liquids (ILs) potentially offer many things to many
fields, not the least of which is the field of Electrochem-
istry. As we have discussed recently,1 while there are many
properties that individual members of the family exhibit,
the single ubiquitous property that we can expect to find
in all ILs is ionic conductivity. This intrinsically makes
them of interest to the electrochemist, and it was for this
reason that we first became interested in the properties

of ILs at Monash around 1995. At that time there was
much interest in ion conducting materials for lithium
battery applications.2,3 Such materials needed to have
“apparent” stability to below lithium plating potentials
(-3.0 V vs NHE). Not many salts or solvents are stable
under such strongly reducing conditions, and the field was
actively researching polymer electrolytes and ceramic
materials to solve the problem. About that time, we were
collaborating with Prof. Michael Grätzel and his group at
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) who
were developing liquid salts for the photoelectrochemical
solar cell.4 In this device, it is the low volatility of the liquid
salts that is the appealing property, but some of the ILs
described by Grätzel also had amazing electrochemical
properties; cyclic voltammetry experiments showed that
they produced no appreciable electrochemical processes
down to at least -2.5 V (vs Fc/Fc+)5 in the reducing
direction. Similarly they showed high stability against
oxidation, typically to >2.0 V vs Fc/Fc+. This type of
potential window made these materials of immediate
interest to both the lithium battery world and the emer-
gent field of high energy density double-layer (or “super”)
capacitors. It was with motivations in both these areas,
and also recalling the work that had been done by Angell’s
group on organic iodide melts many years earlier,6 that
we began our first ionic liquids work in 1996. The
challenge then, as it still is today in many respects, was
to develop stable ILs that were also sufficiently conductive
to be of interest in real device applications. Unfortunately,
while ILs are intrinsic ion conductors, their ion conductiv-
ity often falls short of that of solvent-based electrolytes
because of the high viscosity. Of course, the viscosity of
ILs is a consequence of the electrostatic interactions that
are intrinsic to their ionic nature. Understanding and
untangling this conundrum has been one of the underly-
ing themes of our research interests since then. In this
Account, we survey the electrochemistry applications in
which ionic liquids have become important and discuss
the challenges that they present.
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2. Lithium Electrochemistry
For lithium cell applications, the 1-alkyl-3-methylimida-
zolium cation [Cnmim] is not quite stable enough to be
unreactive toward lithium. This is probably the result of
the acidity of the C-2 proton in this ring.7 The C-2
substituted imidazolium based ionic liquids are all sig-
nificantly more viscous than their unsubstituted ana-
logues, in itself a very interesting effect but not helpful in
finding a fluid IL of sufficient stability against Li metal.
To overcome this, we investigated a large family of
ammonium8 and pyrrolidinium9 bis(trifluoromethane-
sulfonyl)amide10 ([NTf2]-) salts, this anion (Figure 1)
typically providing the highest ion conductivity among the
ILs known at the time. Work since has probed crystal
structures involving this anion11–13 and also ab initio
calculations of its structure as shown in Figure 1,14 to
understand why such a large and massive ion could
provide champion ion mobility. The answer, in a nutshell,
is charge delocalization; the single negative charge, which
formally resides on the amide nitrogen, is highly delocal-
ized, as shown in Figure 1. Recently,14 we have proposed
an energetic criterion as a basis on which to gauge the
degree of charge delocalization. In this approach, we use
a proton as a probe charge to examine the net charge at
various locations on the anion. The calculated relative
proton affinities correlate well with experimental data
such as melting point. For example, for the methyleth-
ylimidazolium (often abbreviated as [C2mim]+) based
ionic liquids, the melting points vary from 87 °C (Cl-) and
38 °C ([NO3]-) for anions having a high degree of charge
localization to -10 °C (tricyanomethanide) and -12 °C
([NTf2]-) for the more diffuse anions. The diffuse ions are
more able to move independently of other ions in an
electric field and thus produce higher conductivity. Fur-
ther extension of the concept by extending the perfluo-
roalkyl chain produces little further delocalization, thus
suggesting that the negative charge can be delocalized
only to a certain effective extent. The properties of the
corresponding ILs unfortunately reflect this fact,15 show-
ing little additional improvement in transport properties.

The pyrrolidinium [NTf2] salts, in particular, show a
noticeable increase in reductive stability compared with
the imidazolium salts, sufficiently so that we were sub-
sequently able to demonstrate highly reversible elec-
trodeposition and dissolution of lithium metal from these
ILs.16 In situ monitoring of the electrode over hundreds
of cycles showed that the IL seemed to suppress the
troublesome formation of dendrites, which had plagued
earlier lithium/electrolyte combinations. Of the large
family of alkylmethylpyrrolidinium17 [NTf2] salts available,
the propyl and butyl derivatives proved to be the most
fluid and conductive of the family, and these have been
the focus of much research since.

Although ionic conductivity is the most frequently
discussed property with respect to applications such as
batteries, it is not, under most circumstances, the key
transport property. In a device where lithium is produced
at one electrode and consumed at the other, it is lithium
ion diffusivity that is of importance. Unfortunately, ad-
dition of a lithium salt to the IL to provide a reservoir of
lithium ions, typically causes a decrease in conductivity
as a result of relatively strong binding of the anion by the
lithium ion to form ion pairs or even LiA2

- triple ions.
Thus direct probes of the lithium diffusivity become
important in understanding these electrolytes, including
pulsed field gradient (pfg) NMR and ultra-microelectrode
electrochemical methods. The pfg-NMR method of de-
termining diffusion coefficients, at one level, appears to
be a simple and ideal approach to obtaining this vital
information. However, there are subtleties in the way that
this experiment is carried out that are still being clarified.18

Certainly it appears that the “spin–echo” method of the
pfg-NMR technique (known as the pulse gradient spin–
echo, or PGSE, method) is capable of producing spurious
diffusion coefficient results, by as much as 25%.18 In the
relatively viscous medium that the ILs represent, this
occurs because of a failure of some of the underlying
assumptions of the method. On the other hand, the
“stimulated echo” variant of the pulsed field gradient
method appears to provide a superior approach. However,
one learns from this that it is important to confirm
satisfactory consistency with the underlying physical
assumptions when applying these methods.

While the electrochemical window of the alkylmeth-
ylpyrrolidinium [NTf2] ILs appears to extend well below
the deposition potential for lithium, especially in the
presence of an added lithium salt (Figure 2), a closer
analysis of electrodeposited lithium quickly reveals the
presence of a layer of breakdown products covering the
surface of the lithium deposit. Such layers are well known
in the lithium electrochemistry field. Detailed analysis of
the data indicates a multilayer film with heavily reduced
inorganic species dominating close to the metal surface,
whereas at the outer surface the film is dominated by less
reduced fragments of the [NTf2]– anion (Li2S2O4, LiSO2CF3,
LiNSO2CF3, ...) and organic species that appear to be
precipitated salts of the cation.16,19 The origins of these
layers certainly include trace impurities remaining in
the IL and the other cell components (the counter

FIGURE 1. Electron density as a function of position on the [NTf2]
–

anion displayed using electrostatic potential values. The red color
indicates the positive values of potential, while blue indicates
negative values. The four sulfonyl oxygens carry a significant fraction
of the overall negative charge in this molecule. The electron density
and electrostatic potential were calculated at the HF/aug-cc-pVTZ
level of theory.14
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electrode, cell body, etc) including water, O2, and N2 but
also clearly involve some breakdown of the IL ions.
Appearance of such breakdown products at potentials
quite close to the apparent IL reductive limit is perhaps
not surprising; however more detailed electrochemical
experiments have now revealed that there are electro-
chemical processes taking place well before this low
potential limit is reached in [NTf2]– ILs.20–22 The current
understanding is that the anion is susceptible to a series
of electrochemically initiated breakdown reactions starting
at around -2.0 V vs Fc/Fc+.20 The products of these
eventually precipitate onto the electrode as a film, which
inhibits further reaction but which is able to transport the
lithium ion such that lithium electrochemistry remains
possible. The demonstration of several hundred Li oxida-
tion and reduction cycles at high Coloumbic efficiency
indicates that further growth of the film is slowed,
although it may ultimately limit the life of the electrode.

The role of impurities in these processes has been
demonstrated by experiments in which additional trace
levels of water are spiked into the sample.20,22,23 At these
potentials where common atmospheric impurity species
(O2, N2, H2O) are electrochemically active, this approach
is preferable to ultimately futile attempts to lower these
species below the level of chemical significance (<1 ppb?).
The water spiking experiments clearly demonstrated the
role of water in the IL breakdown processes (Figure 3) but
at a level greater than could be directly accounted for in
terms of the water content present in the sample. Hence

a catalytic role for the reduction products of water (•OH,
etc.) is indicated. Further evidence for such processes has
been provided by ab initio modeling of some of the
proposed breakdown reactions.20

3. Organic Ionic Plastic Crystals
Of course, a solid or elastomeric form of electrolyte is
preferred in most, if not all, of the device applications
discussed here, and it is important to note in this context
that many of the organic salt families that form ILs also

FIGURE 2. Cyclic voltammograms showing the influence of LiNTf2 concentration in [C4mpyr][NTf2]: (a) neat; (b) 0.005 mol kg-1; (c) 0.05 mol
kg-1; (d) 0.5 mol kg-1. Only (d) shows the characteristic deposition and stripping peaks associated with Li cycling.

FIGURE 3. The [C3mpyr][NTf2] cyclic voltammogram at negative
potentials with varying water concentrations on a Pt electrode.
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contain members that form plastic crystalline phases.
These organic ionic plastic crystals (OIPCs) are character-
ized by high diffusivities of both the ions themselves and
solute ions that can be added to the material.24 In many
cases, the plastic phases correspond to a polymorph of
the crystalline compound in which one or both of the ions
is able to execute rotational motions (in some cases, fully
isotropic rotational motion) on their lattice sites. This
introduces some of the liquid-like motional degrees of
freedom into the solid state and raises the thermodynamic
state closer to the liquid state.

One of the classic examples of this behavior is tetra-
ethylammonium dicyanamide ([Et4N][dca]),25 which melts
at 54 °C to form a fluid and highly conductive IL (Figure
4). However, it melts with very little change in volume and
entropy, suggesting that the solid phase (termed phase
1) just below the melting point has much of the disorder
and motional properties of the liquid. The material is also
quite plastic. On cooling, it enters a more ordered crystal-
line phase (phase II) around 17 °C via a transition
involving much more substantial changes in entropy and
volume. At room temperature, the plastic crystal is as
conductive as many ILs and hence is of interest in many
of the device applications where a solid-state electrolyte
is of value.

In a series of reports, we have described a number of
these families of plastic crystalline compounds and their
properties, with particular emphasis on their transport
properties.9,26,27 In cases where the electrochemically
active ion of interest is not intrinsic to the material, for
example, Li+ ions for Li battery applications or H+ for fuel
cell applications, it is possible to dope/mix the plastic solid
with a salt of the active ion. Cooper and Angell have also
described interesting ion conductive binary inorganic/
organic plastic phases.28 In some cases, the conductivity
is enhanced by as much as 2 orders of magnitude.29–31 In
a tangential development from this work, we and others
have shown that molecular plastic crystalline materials
such as succinonitrile containing dissolved salts could also
be highly conductive and thereby useful as solid-state
electrolyte materials.32–36

The detail of the link between the rotational degrees
of freedom and the transport properties in these materials
remains to be fully explained, but it appears clear that
there is a direct cause and effect relationship in operation.
NMR spectroscopy has been particularly useful in probing
the rotational motions that are active in these solids, the
NMR linewidths of a nucleus being a strong function of
the state of motion of other nuclei in its environment
(Figure 5). In cases where a crystal structure was available,
calculation techniques were developed that allowed the
prediction of linewidths, ab initio, from the crystal struc-
ture and assumed modes of rotational motion.37

4. Actuators and Conducting Polymers
Ionic liquids also have much to offer the field of conduct-
ing polymers (CPs). CPs such as poly(pyrrole) and poly-

FIGURE 4. Phase behavior and conductivity of [Et4N][dca] showing
plastic behavior around room temperature. The inset to the heat
capacity plot shows the same data on a larger scale such that the
whole of the 290 K peak can be displayed.

FIGURE 5. Temperature dependence of the 1H NMR spectra for
crystalline [Me4N][dca] showing line narrowing at the transition to
the plastic phase (∼390 K) reflecting the onset of isotropic tumbling
and diffusion in the solid state. The melting point of this material is
450 K.
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(thiophene) are, under most circumstances, conductive
only in their partially oxidized state. The required coun-
terion is typically an anion such as iodide, ClO4

-, or
tosylate. In fact, the overlap between the anions that are
of utility in this respect and those that are often found in
ILs is remarkable. The origins of this similarity lie in a
common set of properties required in such ions. Like the
IL, the conducting polymer is optimized by an anion that
has a relatively delocalized charge, such that it interacts
rather weakly with the positive charge on the backbone
of the polymer. Thus the appropriate IL can provide an
excellent source of counterions in an otherwise inert
medium and hence represents a potentially ideal medium
for both the synthesis and electrochemical action of CPs.

In the context of electrochemical action, the results can
be dramatic. One example involves the CP-based electro-
mechanical actuator device, which functions on the basis
of the volume change that takes place in poly(pyrrole)
when it is oxidized and incorporates the anion. Such
“actuators” have the potential to provide electromechani-
cal action in microdevices comparable to human muscle.
Unfortunately, when constructed with a solvent-based
electrolyte, their lifetime is limited to a few thousands of
cycles, utterly insufficient for any practical device. How-
ever, when an IL of an appropriate anion is used, the cycle
life exceeds 106 cycles.38 The low volatility of such IL-based
electrolytes is also ideal for practical applications; the IL
can also be gelled such that it exhibits no flow charac-
teristics.39

The availability of the counterion in the IL medium is
also an ideal situation with respect to the synthetic routes
from which conducting polymers are obtained. For ex-
ample, the electrochemical polymerization of monomers
such as pyrrole,40 thiophene41 and benzene42 is simply
achieved in an IL. The resultant polymer can have a range
of morphological characteristics quite different from the
solvent based polymerization process (Figure 6). The high
oxidative stability of the IL also allows polymerizations of
monomers such as terthiophene that otherwise require
too high an oxidation potential to be tolerable by most
solvents.

In a similar vein, ILs have proven to be very useful
solvents for the chemical polymerization of monomers
such as thiophene, allowing the use of high potential
oxidants such as AuCl3 (Figure 7a).43 The use of AuCl3 or
AgNO3 as the oxidant in these systems is also advanta-
geous because it can result in the incorporation of metal
nanoparticles into the polymer (Figure 7b). Using a
biphasic IL/water system, with the AuCl3 in the water layer
and the monomer in the IL, produces polymers with very
unusual nanodimensional fibrillar morphologies (Figure
7c).44

5. Photoelectrochemical Solar Cells
As originally proposed by Grätzel,4,45,46 ILs are potentially
the ideal basis of a liquid or gel electrolyte for the
photoelectrochemical solar cell, by virtue of their low
volatility. However, their relatively high viscosity is a

significant detraction; in the context of the solar cell, mass
transport limitation produces poor efficiency. As part of
an ongoing effort to design and synthesize novel ILs we
described the use of the dicyanamide,47 thiocyanate,48 and
tricyanomethanide49 ions in producing champion low-
viscosity ILs. All of these proved to be of interest for solar
cell applications,50–52 as well as in a variety of other
contexts where low viscosity is important, including room
temperature synthesis. One of the interesting features of
these anions, and the ILs that they produce, is a distinct
degree of basicity not present in the more typical IL
families.53 This basicity provides a range of interesting and
useful solvent effects including a specific base catalysis
effect in which the ionic liquid solvent can serve as a
nucleophilic catalyst in organic reactions in a fashion
typically only observed in aqueous systems.54 In the solar
cell, a degree of basicity is usually ideal; however, it would
be appear that the basicity of dca is too great for long-
term stability.51 The interesting ILs formed by the SeCN–

and the [B(CN)4]- ions may provide the ideal situation.55,56

Ultimately, solid materials are the electrolytes of choice
in this device, and among a variety of approaches, the use
of plastic crystal based electrolytes has shown some
promise.33,36

6. Fuel Cells
For many of the same reasons that ILs have ideal proper-
ties in the device applications described above, they are
also potentially ideal for use as proton conducting media

FIGURE 6. Poly(pyrrole) films grown in [C4mpyr][NTf2] (top) and
propylene carbonate/Bu4N PF6 (bottom), at constant potential onto
Pt. Scanning electron micrographs show very different morphologies
achieved from the different electrolytes.
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in fuel cells.57–60 Xu and Angell59 have investigated these
in detail, and the Arizona State group has now shown how
binary (inorganic) liquid salt mixtures can produce im-
pressive fuel cell performance at temperatures above 100
°C.61 One of the curious aspects of these proton transfer
liquids is that the degree of proton transfer, and therefore
the ionicity of the resultant material, turns out to be
substantially less than is predicted by simple aqueous pKa

estimations.60 The origins of this shift in acidity are

becoming clearer as a result of ab initio calculations of
the gas-phase acid–base pairs, which suggest that it is
mainly associated with the absence of the aqueous
hydrogen bonding and solvation environment.53

7. Passivation of Reactive Metals
In considering the property that allowed lithium metal
batteries to become viable in ILs, that is the surface layer,
it became apparent that the charge transfer at the lithium
electrode was dominated by the ability of Li+ ions to
transport across the LiF and Li2O inorganic nanolayers
that form when Li metal comes into contact with the NTf2

anion in the ILs. At the same time, it is well understood
that the key to controlling the charge transfer on reactive
metals such as aluminum, steel, and magnesium in
engineering applications, and hence their corrosion, is that
these metals can be passivated by formation of thin
inorganic oxide and hydroxide layers that can restrict ionic
and electronic conductivity. While defective LiF and Li2O
are good lithium ion conductors, fluoride and oxides of
Mg and Al are relatively insulating and hence a hypothesis
developed that it may be possible to passivate Mg and its
alloys by treatment in an IL.

Given the electrochemical breakdown of NTf2
- at

around -2.0 V vs Fc+/Fc and the position of Mg in the
electrochemical series, we hypothesized that when this
anion came into contact with a Mg or Mg alloy surface, it
would react to form inorganic fluorides, which would
passivate the metal surface. Indeed, exposure of pure Mg
and AZ31 (a magnesium alloy containing aluminum and
zinc) to NTf2

- ILs produced an order of magnitude
reduction in corrosion rates.62,63 The trihexyl(tetrade-
cyl)phosphonium ([P6,6,6,14]) NTf2 IL, in particular, pro-
duced homogeneous films that were protective against Cl-

aqueous solutions (Figure 8). The time that the alloy was
exposed to the IL and its temperature during this treat-
ment had a significant influence on the composition,
thickness, and protectiveness of the passivating layer.

Electrochemical polarization (Figure 9) and ac imped-
ance measurements confirmed the increased resistance
to corrosion of these “IL treated” surfaces. The results
obtained thus far indicate that IL treatments are promising
replacements for the highly toxic hexavalent chromium
passivation treatments currently used.

Surface analysis of the treated Mg surfaces confirm
that, similar to the Li metal surface, a metal fluoride is
present together with the oxide and hydroxide (Figure 10).
In addition, the outermost layers appear to have en-
trapped organic components, possibly the IL constituent
ions themselves. This latter observation is significant
because it suggests that IL components are retained in
the film and are thus available for repassivation, should
the film be breached in some way. Our electrochemical
tests suggested that “self-healing” of these surfaces is
indeed possible.

Given the reactivity of phosphates with magnesium, we
then proceeded to investigate the passivation behavior of
an IL based on an organophosphinate.65 In the presence

FIGURE 7. Transmission electron micrographs of conducting
polymers chemically synthesized in [C2mim][NTf2]: (a) poly(thiophene)
nanoparticles synthesized in a one-phase system using AuCl3 (200
nm scale bar); (b) poly(pyrrole) from one phase using AgNO3, which
results in the incorporation of silver nanoparticles (20 nm scale bar);
(c) poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) synthesized in an IL/
water biphasic system (1000 nm scale bar).
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of an equilibrium amount of water (approximately 6 wt
% in the IL), a very thin film formed on the AZ31
magnesium alloy surface, which apparently offered even
more protection than the NTf2-based IL. However, the
mechanism of passive film formation in this case is more
likely to be due to direct reaction with the phosphinate
group forming a thin insoluble compound by reaction
with functional groups on the alloy surface (as opposed

to electrochemical reactivity). The mechanism, however,
is still not clear, although it does seem to involve water.

8. Concluding Remarks and Future Prospects
Undoubtedly, the attractive features of some ionic liquids
will generate increasingly widespread interest in the
electrochemistry field and in electrochemical device ap-
plications. However, the very features that make these
liquids attractive, also create challenges in understanding
the electrochemical process that take place at extremes
of potential and the role of the inevitable impurities. The
occurrence of passivating films on lithium, magnesium,
and magnesium alloy surfaces in the presence of some
ILs is likely to have significant implications in attempts
to electrodeposit metals such as Ti and Ta at cathodic
potentials in the vicinity of -2.0 V vs Fc+/Fc. Thus, it can
be expected that, in many cases, unusual morphologies
or deposit compositions will result. Nonetheless, under-
standing and controlling these processes will certainly be
of technological significance in the production and ap-
plication of a number of important materials. Equally,
there is a huge data gap emerging with respect to the
thermodynamic and transport properties over a wide
range of temperatures, as well as the effect of solutes and
impurities on these properties. Answers to these chal-
lenges will hopefully be forthcoming in the near future
given the increasing interest of a broader spectrum of
researchers.

Funding from the Australian Research Council for several
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